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PCM module (Provisions Calculation Module) is… 

 a specialized module of LEO FK System, integrated with LEO Leasing, 

responsible for the complex service of the process of provisions calculation and 

booking. Provisions booking protects the leasing company from the risk of 

insolvency of its customers and is one of the most important factors in keeping 

corporate financial liquidity of every company - especially the financial one. 

The rules of creating provisions were described in Article 35 d of Accounting Law 

and, more precisely, in International Accounting Standards No. 37.  

 Our module enables calculation of provisions in proper amounts, for contractors 

that are behind with leasing installments, according to the above-mentioned rules. 

The module especially enables: provisions generating (an automatic operation) 

and posting them into irregular receivables and capital. The module also offers an 

opportunity to correct the provisions settled before posting them. All the 

operations made during the work with the module are presented as continuing 

creator steps, which makes the work exceptionally easy and intuitive.  

Huge configuration capabilities… 

 and its speed of operation are its undoubted advantages. After correct 

configuration the PCM Module is able to settle provisions in the amount different on 

capital, and different on receivables. Additionally, the amount of provision settled 

is variable, and dependent on the risk group that the contractor belongs to. In 

settling formulas different values of provisions taken from LEO system may be used, i.e. the 

amount of unpaid capital, the amount of payment arrears, the actual value of fixed assets or the 

value of security. The formulas are written as Pascal language formulas, therefore they may be 

easily moved from reports and Excel spreadsheets.  

Normally, settling ageing of receivables is a strenuous occupation and takes a lot of time of the 

Risk Section (or Accounts Department) workers. Thanks to PCM Module, ageing receivables 

calculation is made automatically during the day closing. Therefore, every morning you have up-to-

date values of the provisions settled.  

Provisions calculation function… 

 is activated automatically as one of the next group operations, so called closing day function. 

Its activation does not require any interaction from the user. Firstly, the list of ageing of 

receivables is prepared, which is base for settling down unpaid receivables as well as the quality of 

payment. Then, recording of proposed provisions is created by the system, thanks to which 

analytical revision is possible before their final booking. Any adjustments of the reserves settled 

are possible through changing the selected index (the quality of payment or the customer’s profile) 

or directly through changing the amount of the provision settled.  

Flexibility  
of the module allows making 

any configuration of the 

position range while accounting 

as well as any way of settling 

charges and posting them.  

Comfort 

The next steps taken by 

operators are in suitable order 

thanks to working with action 

creators.  

Data validity 

Automatic settling of the 

provisions each night results in 

the fact that the data the 

operator has got is always 

valid.  

Records verification 

All the amounts must be 

verified by another person 

before accounting them.  

Security 

Access to the module function 

is limited by strict 

authorization and manually 

changed values are saved in a 

system log.  
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Provisions booking… 

 is a process that saves the amounts of provisions 

settled into LEO FK System. Booking is made 

automatically with the use of earlier booking patterns. If it 

comes to customer outstandings’ 

repayment and improving his risk 

group, it is possible to use the 

mechanism of delayed provisions 

reduction - the system will gradually 

write off the provisions, for example 

during the period of three months, 

instead of releasing them as a whole.  

Security… 

 of access to facilities that enable 

settling and booking provisions is very 

important to every company, not only 

to financial company. As settling the 

provisions discordantly to the 

regulations brings a risk connected to 

so called ‘creative accountancy’, 

access to the module should be given 

only to people aware of their actions. 

Booking itself should be controlled by a few people as well. Therefore, it is crucial to limit the 

access by system authorizations. PCM Module offered by ADS is secured on several levels. Thanks 

to the authorizations it is possible for instance for one user to separate the authorizations for the 

acceptance of calculated provisions from authorization to booking provisions. Of course, possibility 

to run the module itself is also limited by a proper authorization.  

All the amounts of the settled provisions given by the system, that were corrected, become saved 

in the database with the use of the amounts before and after changing in order to revise the past 

data and for the purpose of verifying the decisions taken. 

Implementation… 

 of PCM Module in standard conditions lasts from 2 to 3 days. During the period installation of 

the Module as well as updating of the data base structure is carried out by the ADS consultant. 

Additionally, our consultant with the essential administrator of LEO System, configures the module 

parameters. They also define algorithms of provisions 

calculation and they define booking patterns. Module 

training is realized during one meeting.  
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Fig. Exemplary formulas used in settling provisions on the capital  

    and receivables  

var 

    STAWKA : dou-

ble; 

    PNZ : double; 
    PKNZ : double; 

    PNR : double; 

begin 

    STAWKA:=1.5; 

    PNZ:=0; 

    PKNZ:=0; 

    if <NZ> > 0 then 

        PNZ:= <NZ>; 

    if <KNZ> > 0 

then 
        

PKNZ:=<KNZ>; 

    PNR:=PNZ+PKNZ-<AWZ>-<AWST>-<DEP>; 

    Result:=0; 

    if PNR>0 then begin 

        Result:=(STAWKA*PNR)/100; 

        if Result > PNZ then 

            Result:=Result - PNZ 

        else 
            Result:=0; 

    end; 

end; 

var 

    STAWKA : double; 

    PNZ : double; 

    PKNZ : double; 
    PNR : double; 

begin 

    STAWKA:=1.5; 

    PNZ:=0; 

    PKNZ:=0; 

    if <NZ> > 0 then 

      PNZ:= <NZ>; 

    if <KNZ> > 0 then 

      PKNZ:=<KNZ>; 

    PNR:=PNZ+PKNZ-<AWZ>-<AWST>-<DEP>; 
    Result:=0; 

    if PNR>0 then begin 

      Result:=(STAWKA*PNR)/100; 

      if Result > PNZ then 

      Result:=PNZ; 

    end; 

end; 


